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The veneration of famed icons from the Byzantine past has remained a lifefluid of the Christian Orthodox faith since the fall of the empire in c. 1453. Modern versions of such renowned Byzantine icons, printed on loose sheets of paper by the hundreds using a single engraved copper plate, remain one of our richest sources for this enduring devotion to Byzantine tradition into the modern period. Such paper icons enjoyed great popularity from the late seventeenth to late nineteenth centuries, and they represent an important stage in the evolution of modern printing, between medieval woodblock printing and the rise of modern lithography and photographic techniques in the late nineteenth century.\footnote{2}

Modest in price, copper-plate printed paper icons were widely distributed to the Orthodox faithful. They served a number of purposes, including as memorials of pilgrimage, acquired by travelers to medieval Byzantine sites such as the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem and the Monastery of St. Katherine on Mt. Sinai in Egypt.\footnote{3} Needy ecclesiastical foundations also commissioned paper icons as part of their fundraising efforts, with itinerant representatives from such
monasteries distributing paper icons to the faithful living beyond the monasteries’ immediate regions in various former territories of the Byzantine Empire. Although the usual practice was not to charge a fee for these devotional images, as canon law forbade the sale of icons, the recipients of the paper images were encouraged to donate to the struggling foundations, and many of their icons came to decorate family homes and private shrines.6

Public and private collections in Greece and in the Slavic-speaking countries, where Byzantine Orthodox Christianity has long flourished, today preserve significant numbers of these paper icons. Despite this record of preservation, relatively little scholarly attention has been focused on understanding the iconography and fuller history of these devotional works of art. An exception to this general trend is the two-volume corpus of Orthodox paper icons, published in both Greek and English in 1990 by Dory Papastratou, a self-trained scholar, and a lawyer by profession. Papastratou’s critical work, drawing in part upon her own significant collection of paper icons (donated in 1994 to the Museum of Byzantine Culture in Thessaloniki by her daughters), has laid the foundations for continuing research into this fascinating subject. This essay is indebted to her pioneering work.5

In American collections, such Orthodox devotional works of art are particularly rare. This essay brings to light a superb and unpublished example from this printing tradition: the engraved copper plate, dated 1871, portraying the Virgin Galaktotrophousa or the Virgin “who nourishes with milk” in James Madison University’s Art Collection.6 Although a print was taken from the plate in 1980,7 after it entered the University’s collections, to date I am aware of no extant paper icons produced from this plate in its original ecclesiastical context. Future research into the still largely unpublished numbers of Orthodox paper icons will possibly yield a match.

Composition and Artistic Style of the Virgin Galaktotrophousa on the Madison Plate
The plate (48.0 x 64.2 x 0.3 cm) is engraved in reverse using the intaglio process: during the printing process the plate’s incised copper surface, filled with ink, would have produced a mirror image of the icon on paper.8 In the present publication, digital images of the plate (the negative image) are published alongside the print on paper (the positive), made in 1980. Unless noted, throughout the article I will discuss the positive form of the image, as it would have been seen in its final paper form.

In the Madison icon, Mary is represented at right in three-quarter view in a bust portrait, as she supports in her two arms the reclining body of the Christ Child at left. Christ wears a plain tunic and patterned mantle, draped over his waist and legs, while his right foot is exposed from beneath the textile. Grasping with both hands the hem of Mary’s mantle, falling above her exposed right breast, Christ suckles in his mother’s close embrace; in Byzantine images, as here, the Virgin’s exposed breast is commonly represented in smaller than life-scale. Two flying angels appear at the top of the composition. They place a pinnacled crown adorned with two flowers over the maphorion, or veil, covering the Virgin’s head. The inscriptions within the figural composition are the customary, brief labels in Greek accompanying the Mother of God and the Christ Child. The inscribed medallions in the plate’s upper corners, supported by the angels’ outer hands, identify Mary as МΗΤΗΡ БОЄ (“The Mother of God”),9 while the epithet ГАΛΑΚΤΟТΡΟΦΟΥΣΑ (“She who nourishes with milk”) appears just above the angels’ inner hands. Common monograms for Christ decorate his cruciform halo: ΔΣ ΧΡ ΟΝ (Jesu Christ, “He who is”)10. A diaper pattern fills the background behind the figures, and the entire figural composition is framed by a border with a
repeat ribbon and diamond motif. Additional inscriptions encircle the decorative frame and are discussed below.

The Virgin and Child are rendered in a revived “Italo-Gothic,” or early Italian Renaissance style, characterized by an overall naturalistic handling of anatomical form, elegant lines, and the careful delineation of light and shadow through stippling. Rich textiles in dense floral patterns, inspired by Western European models, decorate the Virgin’s mantle and tunic, as well as the mantle enfolding the body of the suckling Christ child. Mary’s crown, an attribute frequently accompanying Italian images of the Virgin since the Middle Ages, identifies her as the Queen of Heaven (Maria Regina).11

Under the influence of Italo-Cretan painters in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, this Western European approach to rendering the Virgin’s image came to dominate later Orthodox icon painting of the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries. As one result of the style’s popularity, older Byzantine canons for representing Mary and the Christ Child were long overshadowed.12 Paper icons printed on Mt. Athos throughout the nineteenth century faithfully replicate like images of the crowned Mary in this characteristic style, and Papastratou has noted the inherent challenge in locating undated examples in the early or later part of the nineteenth century.13

**Inscriptions Enframing the Galaktotrophousa Image**

The icon of the Madison engraving plate is exceptional among surviving examples for the wealth of information its inscriptions provide, allowing us to more fully reconstruct the context in which this particular icon of the Virgin *Galaktotrophousa* was received by late nineteenth-century audiences. The smallest inscription on the plate, and the only one written in a cursive script, was added at the final stage of production, squeezed into available space at the bottom-center of the copper panel outside the icon’s decorative frame. This Greek text names the press’ location, its prolific engraver, and the date of production:

(This icon) was engraved in copper on the Holy Mountain (Mt. Athos, Greece) by the hand of the *hieromonachos* (priest-monk) Gabriel of Skopelos in 1871.

Ἐξαλοξιστηρία ἐν Ἁγίῳ Ὀρεί διὰ χεριῶν Γάμπρηλ Ιερομονάχου Σκοπελίτου κατά το 1871

The subject of the printing location on Mt. Athos and the career of the artist Gabriel of Skopelos will be discussed further on in the conclusions of this paper.

In the spaces to the left and right of the artist’s signature at the bottom of the icon is a common invocation to the Virgin from the faithful, to be spoken by the supplicant standing before it. The text is engraved in Greek (on the left of the icon) and Church Slavonic (on the right):

Most holy Mother of God, save us!

Greek, beginning at the bottom left corner
ΤΥΠΕΡΑΓΙΑ ΘΕΟΤΟΚΕ ΣΩΣΟΝ ΗΜΑΣ

Church Slavonic, beginning at the bottom right corner:
Пресвятая Богородица, спаси нас.

Surrounding the icon’s decorative frame is a longer liturgical text, which also directly addresses the Virgin. This brief prayer was incorporated into a number of Orthodox rites, including the *Artoklasia*, or the blessing of bread, commonly performed during evening Vespers.14 On the icon, the prayer is written in parallel Greek and Church Slavonic, both executed in elegant uncial letters.

Mother of God, Virgin, rejoice Mary full of grace, the Lord is with you, blessed (are) you among women and blessed is the fruit of your womb, for you have given birth to the Savior of our souls.
Greek, beginning at the bottom left corner of the printed icon (the positive image), and ending at the top right corner:

ΘΕΟΤΟΚΕ ΠΑΡΘΕΝΕ, ΧΑΙΡΕ ΚΕΧΑΡΙΤΙΩΜΕΝΗ ΜΑΡΙΑ, Ο ΚΥΡΙΟΣ
ΜΕΤΑ ΣΟΥ, ΕΥΑΓΓΙΛΗΜΕΝΗ ΣΥ ΕΝ ΓΥΝΑΙΚΗ ΚΑΙ ΕΥΑΓΓΙΛΗΜΕΝΟΣ ο
ΚΥΡΙΟΣ ΤΗΣ ΚΟΙΛΙΑΣ ΣΟΥ, ΟΤΙ ΣΩΤΗΡΑ ΕΤΕΚΕΣ ΤΟΝ ΓΥΝΟΝ
ΗΜΩΝ

Church Slavonic, beginning at the icon’s top right corner and ending at the bottom right corner:

Б(оторолу)ге А(т)во, радуйся Б(л)а(й)ная М(а)рие,
Г(оспо)Де съ тобою, Б(л)а(й)на(ла)я веня твъ в женахъ и Б(л)а(й)
Г(осло)ванъ плодъ чрева твоего, яко Св(а)ана родила еси душу
нашихъ.15

The Greek version of the prayer occupies both a long and short side of the icon (the left and top sides), while the Slavonic is written in the tighter space of one long side (the right side). While clearly the icon and its texts were designed to appeal to both Greek- and Slavonic-speaking members of the faithful, the preeminence of the Greek inscription suggests that the Byzantine origins of both the Galaktotrophousa image and its accompanying verses are here being emphasized.

Directly addressing the Virgin (in parallel with the shorter invocation at the icon’s bottom), the selected lines from the prayer highlight Mary’s sanctity, her role as the Mother of God, and Christ’s future salvation of humankind. These themes underline traditional associations of both Christ’s Incarnation and Passion with the image of the nursing Virgin. In exploring the image’s meaning and composition, Elizabeth Bolman’s pioneering research on the subject has found that the image remained a minor but persistent subject in Christian art since the Middle Ages, with the first significant body of images found in Late Antique Egypt; these and other western examples attest that the image type was widely known in both the east and west before the eighth-century Iconoclastic controversy.16 From the time of the fourth century, the Church Father St. John Chrysostom associated the suckling of Christ with the Incarnation, while the connection of the image to the Passion was made explicit by St. Clement of Alexandria, who drew a parallel between the Virgin’s milk and the blood of Christ. The reclining pose of the Christ Child in his mother’s arms, often with one or both legs bare and crossed, also recalls images and associations with Mary’s Lamentation of the adult Christ after his death.17

Among the eight paper icons of the Virgin Galaktotrophousa from Mt. Athos in this same period published by Papastratou and by Adamopoulou and Toura, the selection of this prayer is unattested. In these known examples, we see most often that the standard composition of Mother and Child with crowning angels is simply identified by the inscription “The Mother of God, the Virgin Galaktotrophousa.” Alternatively the Virgin’s epithet is paired with a selection from the Gospel of Luke: “Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that have suckled you.” (Luke 11.27) These words were spoken to the adult Christ during his Ministry by an anonymous woman among his followers.18 The prayer accompanying the Madison icon, as opposed to the passage from Luke’s Gospel, significantly shifts the focus of address from Christ to the Virgin, as the supplicant directly speaks to the Mother of God praising her. In the context of Marian devotion, a widespread phenomenon since the Middle Ages, the fact that Mary is addressed is not surprising. But what makes the Madison icon all the more interesting is the way in which the prayer guides the viewer’s response, suggesting words in which to address the subject of the icon.
Mt. Athos as a Center for Orthodox Printing

The engraving of the Madison printing plate on the "Holy Mountain" by Gabriel of Skopelos in 1871 is of importance for our understanding of its place in the history of Orthodox printing and spirituality during the final decades of the nineteenth century. The "Holy Mountain," or Mt. Athos, is a leading center of Orthodox spirituality located on the northeastern projection of the Chalkidiki peninsula, which juts into the northern Aegean Sea east of the city of Thessaloniki. This mountainous territory was first extensively settled in the late tenth century by Byzantine male monasteries and today remains an active center of male monasticism.¹⁹

Athos' identification as the plate's locus of production and printing corresponds well with its important place in the printing of devotional images on paper during the middle and later decades of the nineteenth century. Mt. Athos did not assume a prominent place in the printing of paper icons before the Greek War of Independence (1821-1829), due to Ottoman restrictions on printing presses in Christian hands. Thus limited numbers of paper icons were printed on Mt. Athos before c. 1830. Instead European engravers and printing presses in centers such as Venice and Vienna were commissioned by Orthodox patrons to produce devotional images on paper for circulation to the faithful. This printing activity coincided with the active production of Orthodox books in these same Western European centers. With the independence of parts of Greece from the Ottoman empire in c. 1832 and the establishment of a new Greek capital in Athens, there came a loosening of Ottoman control over their western territories, including Macedonia and Thrace. At this time in Macedonia, Mt. Athos experienced a resurgence in the printing of devotional images on paper.²⁰

Four engraving workshops are attested during the late eighteenth and nineteenth century at the settlement of Karyes, which served since the Middle Ages as administra-
tive and commercial capital for the twenty Athonite monasteries. These printing workshops were located in the Karyes kellià ("cells," or monastic dependencies) of St. John the Baptist, of the Monastery of Mt. Iviron; Prophet Elias, of the Monastery of Koutloumousi; the Archangels, of the Monastery of the Great Lavra; and the Archangels, of the Monastery of Hilandar.²¹ The four printing presses would have operated within a very short distance from one another, in this, the center of craft-making and artistic production, as well as trade between the monasteries and lay merchants.²² Certainly engravers here would have been familiar with one another's work and local traditions, allowing for a ready exchange of ideas and forms in the artistic center of Karyes.

The workshop of the Serbian monastery of Hilandar in Karyes can be suggested as the most likely source for the engraving of the Madison printing plate, for according to tradition, at least by the modern period, this monastery is said to have had a special devotion to the lactating Virgin. By this late date, tradition recorded that one of the monastery's twelfth-century restorers, the Serbian prince Sava (later St. Sava), venerated an icon of the Virgin Galaktotrophousa during a pilgrimage to the Lavra of St. Savas in Palestine, where the original was said to have been kept. Also by the nineteenth century, at Karyes, a miracle-working icon of the nursing Virgin (presumably one painted on wooden panel) is recorded to have been housed in the Hilandar's kellion, offering a ready model for the engraving of such plates for printing paper icons. Either the same or another miracle-working version of the Virgin Galaktotrophousa was kept in the main monastery of Hilandar by the mid-twentieth century, as noted by Haralampos Teophilopoulos. This image was regarded in this period as one of Hilandar's four famed icons of the Virgin.²³ The presence of this miraculous image at Hilandar, I believe, is the most compelling piece of evidence to suggest that the Madison plate commemorates this
foundation’s revered icon.

Dinko Davidov has found that eighty-five copper plates, collected from the central monastery and from its immediate dependencies on Mt. Athos, survived at Hilandar into the second half of the twentieth century. The author further attests that several hundred copper-plates in total are preserved among the monasteries on Mt. Athos, although the majority of these are unknown to the scholarly community at large. These remarkable numbers contrast sharply with the holdings of copper printing-plates in public and private collections outside of Athos, and underline the importance of Athos’ still largely unpublished collections to our further understanding of the history of paper icons and Orthodox printing.

The use of parallel Greek and Slavonic inscriptions can now be evaluated in light of a possible attribution to the Hilandar workshop at Karyes. Papastratou has presented ample evidence that significant numbers of Athonite paper icons of the period are inscribed in parallel Greek and Slavonic, suggesting the wide appeal of many devotional images printed on Mt. Athos and their distribution throughout the Orthodox Christian world. However, if an attribution to the monastery of Hilandar is correct, then the parallel Greek and Old Church Slavonic inscriptions on the Madison plate would complement nicely the audience to whom Hilandar’s paper icons were primarily addressed: Slavonic-speaking and -reading Orthodox Christians in Serbia, whose financial support was solicited to maintain the Serbian Monastery of Hilandar on Mt. Athos.

After the creation of the Madison Plate in 1871, possibly in the Hilandar workshop at Karyes, it is not known how or when it left Mt. Athos. John A. Sawhill, a Professor of Classics and German at James Madison University, purchased the plate sometime between 1950-1975. John’s second wife, Bessie Sawhill, also a university faculty member in Classical Studies and English, may have helped in the acquisition. It is not known if the Madison plate was sold by a dealer in the United States, or if it was acquired during Sawhill’s travels in the Mediterranean and Near East (possibly with Bessie, before her death in 1970). During their marriage the couple collected widely, with purchases ranging from ancient art (especially numismatics) to contemporary; their collection includes a significant number of Post-Byzantine icons painted on wooden panel, both from the Russian and Greek traditions. It is unlikely that John Sawhill made an independent visit to the male enclave of Mt. Athos to acquire the Madison printing plate. More likely is the possibility that the plate left Mt. Athos at some time after 1871 and was brought to another location, where Sawhill acquired it. In 1976, upon his death, James Madison University received the Sawhill Collection as a bequest. These art works today form the core of the Madison Art Collection.

The Engraver: The Priest-Monk Gabriel of Skopelos (active 1871-1887)
The precise route traveled by the Madison printing plate from Mt. Athos to Virginia is as obscure as the journey traveled by its engraver: from his birthplace on the island of Skopelos, in the Northern Sporades (south of Mt. Athos) to the Holy Mountain, and then from the Holy Mountain to the island of Hydra in the Saronic Gulf (south of Athens), where the majority of his career seems to have been spent. His profession as a hieromunk, or priest-monk, was common for engravers of paper icons in this period. From his signed prints, Gabriel of Skopelos is known to have been active from 1871-1887. During his sixteen-year career of producing sacred engravings, Gabriel appears to have worked in two very different styles, corresponding to his short stint on Mt. Athos (active at least by 1871), and his later period of activity on Hydra (by 1877-1887). While to date I know of no monographic
study for the artist, at least ten engraved icons with his signature can be identified: the Madison icon (Mt. Athos, 1871), St. Demetrios (Mt. Athos, 1871), St. Constantine of Hydra (Hydra, 1877), The Annunciation to the Virgin (Hydra, 1878), The Virgin’s Dormition (Hydra, 1878), and two additional engravings of the Annunciation to the Virgin (Hydra, 1887). Two prints with the signature of Gabriel of Skopelos which do not specify their location of printing are consonant with his style during the Hydra period: St. Spyridon (1878), and the Virgin Myrtidiotissa of Kythera (1879).28

As noted by Papastratou, while working on Mt. Athos the engraver was faithful to the elegant Italo-Gothic style seen in the Madison icon, while his engravings from Hydra are characterized by thicker lines, a greater simplicity of design, a characteristic oval composition as the main compositional field accompanied by scroll-like corner designs;29 his signature on Hydra engravings is also distinct from that of his earlier Athonite period. What then is remarkable about Gabriel’s apparent change in style is that his early works appear to be more elegant while his later engravings less refined. One would expect to see increasing skill and accomplishment over the course of an artist’s career, rather than evidence to the contrary. This apparent contradiction in style can perhaps be best explained by the long-standing traditions of engraving and printing on Mt. Athos from the 1830’s until Gabriel’s career there in the early 1870’s, as well as the advanced printing tools clearly available in the Karyes workshops. We can imagine that at the start of his career, Gabriel went to train with engraving masters on Mt. Athos, and after some period of apprenticeship he left for Hydra to continue his work, where there was no parallel printing tradition and inferior technology.

As the most accomplished work of the engraver, the Madison Art Collection’s printing plate today ranks as one of the masterpieces of Athonite engraving from the late nineteenth century. Its unique pairing of text and image highlights the special intercessory character of the Virgin Galaktotrophousa, placing it among the most sophisticated icons of Modern Orthodoxy.
Fig. 1: Copper Printing Plate, Full view.

Fig. 2: Print on paper made from the Copper Plate.
Fig. 3: Detail of Virgin, Copper Plate.

Fig. 4: Detail of Christ Nursing, Copper Plate.
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Ancient Roots and Parallel Routes:
The Internal Relationship between
Byzantine Chant and Greek Folk Music

Arsinoi Ioannidou

Ancient Greek music is the common ancestor that be-
queathed to the Byzantine ecclesiastical and Greek folk mu-
sic traditions many of the principles of its music theoretical
structure. Both traditions inherited some methods of compo-
sition, poetic-metric systems and nomenclature. These fea-
tures have been transmitted orally or in written form. These
integrated characteristics inside the Byzantine and folk mu-
sic, stemming from a common cultural and historical past,
serve as a starting point from which both traditions advanced
and kept interacting through the centuries. This study aims
to explore the rich musical heritage of the music of the an-
cient Greeks, especially its impact on the formative process-
es of both the Byzantine ecclesiastical and Greek folk music
traditions. I also touch upon some other key factors such as,
the nature of the Greek language and its role in music mak-
ing, the distinctive character of the Greek people as carriers
of century-old traditions delineated with music ethnographic
examples, and finally the mutual borrowings and influences
of these two music traditions during their parallel existence
in time illustrated by music pieces from their respective rep-
ertoires.

Defining the internal relationship between two music
traditions of one single ethnic group, such as the sacred and